
LGHS Zooms Through the School Year  
Senior Irene Chen has found quarantine and distance learning… 

challenging, to say the least. Ever eloquent and poetic, Chen summa-
rized the 2020 experience in an unexpected but apt metaphor:

“My experience in quarantine has been like going down a flight 
of stairs. But you trip on the first step down and you grab the rail, 
except someone has slicked the rail with a mixture of butter and 
gum. So your hand gets stuck, but your momentum doesn’t break, so 
you just slide forward with your arm stuck to the railing. And your 
legs do that awkward survival thing where they try to land with your 
feet down; but, since your foot is at such a weird angle from this 
bizarre bird of paradise dance you’re doing with the railing, you don’t 
land flat on the surface of the stairs – you land on the edge where it 
slopes down. So you end up with a body position that is closer to a 
gymnast who has just for the first time tried to jet ski at 70 miles an 
hour, but instead of skis they’re blocks of ice. I’m not sure where this 
interview is going, but I think that’s the 2020 energy. It’s just going 
somewhere on those ice jet skis.”

While staying home from school used to be every student’s dream, 
online learning proves to be quite the challenge. When your warm 
bed is sitting three feet away from you, how can you resist? Produc-
tivity is so important in high school, so here are a few things you 
can do to make school a little easier. 

First of all, make sure you have a designated area for working and 
attending class. No, your bed does not count. Next, make sure you 
have all of your vital school supplies right by your side so you don’t 
have to run into the kitchen in the middle of your math lesson look-
ing for the stapler. 

Once you’ve got yourself a work area, you should try to establish 
a routine. Routines are a great way to help you manage your school 
work and still enjoy other parts of your life. School at home can 
make it so difficult to find a school-life balance, so we have to work 
harder to maintain that. 

Most importantly, make sure that you check in with yourself and 
work things into your routine that help you relax and feel mentally 
sane. In these crazy times, it’s essential that you take care of your-
self, physically and mentally.

AP English and creative writing teacher Kristen Austin shared her 
point of view on online-learning, stating, “All challenges considered, 
it has gone surprisingly well. My students seem engaged and moti-
vated and that helps me so much as a teacher. When their cameras are 
on and they are participating, it helps my work feel so much better 
and more rewarding because I miss the human connections as much as 
they do.” 

This semester Austin is focusing on building relationships with her 
students by planning to meet with them, one on one, two to three 
times a semester. “My meetings so far have made online learning so 
much easier... Those conferences make me feel more connected to my 
students” Austin explained. 

Overall, Austin is trying to make the most of online-learning. 
She noted, “I do love the creativity that has come out of having to 
navigate an unfortunate situation. Nobody likes a pandemic, but I 
am inspired by the ways in which my students and colleagues have 
learned to be creative with this new situation... Many find they have 
more time than before to do things they want to do, not just the 
things they have to do.”

Everybody found their lives changing when the quarantine started 
as social and work life went virtual. Junior Harman Grewal finds 
that the quarantine “didn’t really affect me that much... but it has 
affected meeting friends and doing all kinds of normal stuff like 
going out and doing things outside.” 

With school just starting again, students are rediscovering the ups 
and downs of online learning. Grewal explains that “Although it’s 
kind of nice to not have to sit there and listen for the whole time, it’s 
also harder for me to get stuff done.”

Stuck at home, senior Mabel Heenan has had a rough time in the 
last six months, and she misses her life from before the lockdown. “At 
first, quarantine sucked. And then it sucked some more, and then to 
my surprise, it continued to suck. I feel like my life has turned into 
Groundhog Day, every day the same routine and the same monotony. 
Starting school actually added a little spice to my life, gave me a 
distraction from not being able to interact with my friends in the way 
that I would like to. Socially distanced mini golf is fun and all, but 
nothing compares to sitting on the hood of your car at lunch with 
your homies.”

Taking an AP class is already a challenge in person, so it is defi-
nitely a struggle for students to understand the material when taking 
accelerated classes online. There are a few things students can do to 
make the classes more manageable. 

First, it is very important that you are engaged during class and 
participate in discussions or lectures. If something is unclear or you 
don’t understand something, don’t be afraid to ask questions and 
seek help during tutorial sessions. 

Next, finding a comfortable place to take notes and read the text-
book is really helpful. For many AP classes, much of the work comes 
from not only the note-taking, but also from having to discover what 
methods of studying and learning work for you. 

Finally, watching videos about the course material is very benefi-
cial. Videos are usually short and to the point, so they cover the most 
important aspects of a lesson in a way that makes sense. In addition, 
if you miss something or don’t fully understand it, you can always 
rewatch the video. Your hard work is sure to pay off, and good luck 
with AP classes this year!

Online learning poses many new challenges for students across the 
LGHS student body, causing a lot of discomfort both emotionally and 
academically. These past few weeks were particularly stressful for 
seniors, given that many are still attempting to navigate the college 
application process and plan for an uncertain future. Consequently, 
numerous students, such as senior Ella Anslinger, are feeling “over-
whelmed because I can’t receive as much help and support from my 
peers and teachers.” 

Despite the many hurdles, Anslinger welcomes the school year with 
an optimistic spirit as she thoroughly believes that “it will get better 
when everyone just becomes more adjusted to it and maybe hopefully 
we can return to some type of in person classes.”

While many of us in quarantine have lost the spirit to take advan-
tage of this time for self-improvement, senior Abby Bergkamp still 
maintains a unique drive to “focus on [her] academic life.” Although 
online learning is seen as a hindrance to many students, Bergkamp 
has “found the time to push [her]self” to a new level of academic 
achievement and performance. As a student body, we should strive to 
embody her aura of positive expectations as we embrace this uncon-
ventional school year. 
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